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Abstract 
Multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) methods has been successfully applied in many environmental problems (e.g. Gregory & Keeney 1994, Hostmann et. al. 2004b, Kangas & Kangas 2005, Marttunen & Hämäläinen 1995, Marttunen & Suomalainen 2004). The main goals have been to structure and to analyse multifaceted and complex problems, to compare incommensurable impacts and to clarify the preference order of alternatives (e.g. Greening & Bernow 2004, Keeney et. al. 1996, Reichert et. al. 2004, Hostmann et. al. 2004a). Most of the MCDA tools concentrate on describing the choice among the alternatives. The choice often occurs at the end of the decision-making process, but the process can be assisted with MCDA tools also earlier (Marttunen & Suomalainen 2004).
In the lake Koitere regulation development project, we used decision analysis methods to structure the problem and to clarify stakeholders' objectives as well as to create different regulation policy alternatives and future management strategies. The overall goal of the lake regulation development project of the lake Koitere is to create a new more sustainable regulation policy and management strategy for the lake.
In this presentation, we describe how Value-Focused Thinking (Keeney 1992) was applied in order to gather, clarify and structure the objectives for the development project. Furthermore, we will describe how MCDA based model was applied to create  target regulations for 15 stakeholders. In the personal interviews, the model was applied to seek such target water levels for different times of year which would meet stakeholders' values concerning ecological, social and economical impacts. We also demonstrate how these target regulations were applied in the generation of new regulation alternatives. Finally, we analyse the general applicability of this approach to regulation development projects.
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Project Web pages:
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